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After thirty years, the three Supreme Court decisions issued in Spring 1978 still
retain their monumental impact on federal Indian policy and the practice of fed-
eral Indian law. Oliphant, Wheeler, and Martinez will continue to represent
some of the modern cornerstones of present and future Indian law decisions and
policy due to the critical importance of the issues "resolved" and concepts of trib-
al sovereignty pronounced in the decisions. At the same time, these three criti-
cally important Indian law decisions seem to tug policy makers and courts in
opposite directions in the context of tribal sovereignty in the 21st century.
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In spring 1978, tribal leaders and attorneys practicing
in the area of federal Indian law were still in the process
of digesting the opinions handed down by the Supreme
Court in three distinct but equally important decisions. All
three decisions have maintained their impact on Indian
country today, despite other significant changes in
Supreme Court case law, congressional policy related to
Indian country, and the constantly evolving creature that
is federal Indian law. The three cases, Oliphant v.
Suquamish Indian Tribe, Wheeler v. United States, and
Santa Clara Pueblo v. Martinez,1 all have their special
place in Indian law, and based upon the current issues
facing Indian country, these cases will play a significant
role in the future of tribal sovereignty in the 21st century.

Scholars of federal Indian law and Indian lawyers long
ago reached standard conclusions about these cases.
Some general thoughts that may arise among these schol-
ars and lawyers include the following: Oliphant, terrible,
what a corruption of federal Indian law; Wheeler, not ter-
rible, at least the Court affirmed the tripartite sovereign
status of tribes in the United States; Martinez, one of the
best modern Indian law decisions upholding tribal sover-
eignty and tribal customs. Certainly everybody, including
those who do not practice federal Indian law, is entitled
to an opinion about these decisions, but, to put "opin-
ions" in perspective, it is helpful to look at a segment of a
brief opposing the grant of certiorari in the case of United
States v. Red Lake Band of Chippewa Indians.2 The Red
Lake Band was "withholding" records maintained during
hearings before the Court of Indian Offenses; when the
Bureau of Indian Affairs sought the return of the records,
the Red Lake Band asserted sovereign immunity. In sup-
port of the argument that Indian tribes do not have sover-
eign immunity from suit against the United States, the
United States, in one sentence of its brief, cited these
three Indian law cases that had been decided in spring
1978:

It follows a fortiori that sovereign immunity does
not insulate an Indian Tribe from a suit brought by
the United States, because Indian Tribes, unlike the
States, are "fully subordinated to the sovereignty of
the United States" (Oliphant v. Suquamish Indian
Tribe, 435 U.S. 191, 211 (1978)) and their sovereign
powers are subject to plenary control by the United
States. Santa Clara Pueblo, 436 U.S. at 56; United
States v. Wheeler, 435 U.S. 313, 323 (1978).3

To most scholars and practitioners of Indian law this
view is not close to what these three cases stand for, yet
this is how the solicitor general's office represented them
in the Red Lake case. Over the course of time, case law
decisions can take on a persona of their own. For exam-
ple, cases such as Marbury v. Madison4 or Hadley v. Bax-
endale5 are etched in an attorney's memory, standing for
general propositions related to the U.S. Constitution or
contract law. Oliphant can be cited for many, often con-
flicting, propositions and represents all that is unusual
about federal Indian law. Over the past three decades, the

Supreme Court appears to have elevated these three cases
involving Indian law, in particular Oliphant, to the status
of foundational Indian law that stand for general proposi-
tions in the minds of scholars and practitioners of federal
Indian law.

Oliphant v. Suquamish Indian Tribe: Thirty Years of Ensuring
That Tribes are Acting Consistent with "Their Dependent
Status" and Preventing Tribes from Effectively Policing and
Protecting Indian Country

Who has criminal jurisdiction in Indian country-the
state, the federal government, or the tribe? Because of
Oliphant, this question is not easily answered--even 30
years after the decision. Of the three cases that are the
subject of this article, it seems that more scholarship (and
consternation) is dedicated to the Supreme Court's deci-
sion in Oliphant v. Suquamish Indian Tribe than to the
others. More than likely, this attention is attributable to
the devastating blow to tribal sovereignty that Oliphant
left in its wake and the corresponding mess that the rul-
ing created.

Authors of several articles make the argument that the
Oliphant decision was critically flawed in a number of
ways and call for the reversal or rehearing of the case.
One highly respected Indian law scholar states that the
Oliphant decision is an "embarrassment" to the nation's
highest court. 6 It seems obvious, and at the very least rea-
sonable to conclude, that some members of the Court had
reached their decision at the moment the Court accepted
the case and simply scoured through Indian Law deci-
sions to support their conclusion in a manner inconsistent
with several bedrock principles of Indian law. For exam-
ple, Oliphant marked the first time the Court held that
"activities within the tribe's territory that unquestionably
impacted the tribe were not within the tribe's authority to
address. ,,7

The facts of the Oliphant case involve non-Indians par-
ticipating, on their own volition, in a tribal celebration
known as "Chief Seattle Days," which occurs entirely
within the boundaries of the sovereign territory of the
Suquamish Tribe (the Port Madison Reservation). The
Suquamish Tribal Police arrested Mark David Oliphant for
assaulting (punching) a tribal officer and resisting arrest.
The tribal police arrested the other defendant, Daniel B.
Belgarde, for the equivalent of reckless endangerment af-
ter a high-speed chase through the reservation ended
when Belgarde slammed into a tribal police cruiser. Both
of the defendants applied for a writ of habeas corpus to
the federal court, arguing that the tribal court could not
exercise criminal jurisdiction over them as non-Indians-
despite the obvious safety and welfare concerns of the
tribe, the tribe's citizens, and all the participants involved
in the tribal celebrations.

Throughout the entire proceedings and during oral ar-
gument before the Supreme Court, attorneys for the
Suquamish tribe valiantly argued that the tribe's exercise
of criminal jurisdiction over all individuals or entities, in-
cluding non-Indians, derived from retained inherent pow-
ers and had not been extinguished by any express act of
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Congress. Two 19th-century opinions by the solicitor gen-
eral and one 19th-century federal district judge had
opined that tribes could not have criminal jurisdiction, but
the realities of tribal sovereignty have long changed since
that era. 8 After all, in Williams v. Lee,9 a unanimous
Supreme Court decision held that, absent congressional
intent, Indians have the right to govern themselves and
make their own laws. Justice Rehnquist wrote the opinion
and admitted that any treaty provisions alone would not
deprive the tribe of criminal jurisdiction over non-
Indians. 10 In order to maneuver around this fact, Justice
Rehnquist stated that "Indian tribes are prohibited from
exercising both those powers of autonomous states that
are expressly terminated by Congress and those powers
'inconsistent with their status' as dependant Indian

tribes."'
1

The Court simply found its way around the arguments
that focused on the retained inherent sovereignty of tribes
and the fact that the lack of tribal criminal jurisdiction
over non-Indians would severely impinge such sovereign-
ty (as well as the efficient exercise of law enforcement in
Indian country). Instead, the Court elected to focus, at
least in part, on a historical view of tribal courts and tribal
criminal jurisdiction unprecedented in federal Indian law
at that time. According to the ruling, "The effort by Indian
tribal courts to exercise criminal jurisdiction over non-In-
dians, however, is a relatively new phenomenon. And
where the effort has been made in the past, it has been
held that the jurisdiction did not exist. Until the middle of
this century, few Indian tribes maintained any semblance
of a formal court system."

In addition to framing the issue to include facts that
were not relevant to the exercise of criminal jurisdiction
in Indian country, the Supreme Court buttressed its rea-
soning by relying on policy factors created by the Court.
The Court stated that the Suquamish tribe had "relin-
quished all rights" it might have had in the Port Madison
reservation by treaty and, as a result, the reservation is
now made up of a checkerboard of tribal lands, non-Indi-
an fee lands, and roads maintained by the county and the
state of Washington.1 2 After rereading the Oliphant
Court's opinion, one cannot avoid noting the similarities
between certain "facts" used by the Court to "support" its
opinion and the non-Indian demographics on which the
D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals relied in a recent decision
detrimental to tribal sovereignty in the case of San
Manuel Bingo v. National Labor Relations Board.13 In this
case, the D.C. Circuit held that the number of non-Indian
customers and non-Indian employees was a strong factor
that led to the conclusion that the National Labor Rela-
tions Act applied to the San Manuel Band as the owner of
the gaming operation. The San Manuel court analyzed
the applicability of the National Labor Relations Act (one
of many statutes of general applicability that does not re-
fer to Indian tribes specifically) to tribal governments and
tribal businesses.

The facts that were not relevant on which the Oliphant
Court relied included statistics of non-Indian land owner-
ship and non-Indian population that supplied the basis

for reference to these statistics in San Manuel:

Located on Puget Sound across from the city of
Seattle, the Port Madison Reservation is a checker-
board of tribal community land, allotted Indian
lands, property held in fee simple by non-Indians,
and various roads and public highways maintained
by Kitsap County.

According to the District Court's findings of fact
"[The] Madison Indian Reservation consists of ap-
proximately 7276 acres of which approximately 63%
thereof is owned in fee simple absolute by non-In-
dians and the remainder 37% is Indian-owned lands
subject to the trust status of the United States, con-
sisting mostly of unimproved acreage upon which
no persons reside. Residing on the reservation is an
estimated population of approximately 2928 non-In-
dians living in 976 dwelling units. There lives on the
reservation approximately 50 members of the
Suquamish Indian Tribe. Within the reservation are
numerous public highways of the State of Washing-
ton, public schools, public utilities and other facili-
ties in which neither the Suquamish Indian Tribe
nor the United States has any ownership or
interest."

14

It is interesting to compare the Supreme Court's state-
ment in its Oliphant ruling with the D.C. Circuit's in the
San Manuel case:

"When a tribe is fulfilling traditionally tribal or gov-
ernmental functions" that do not "involve non-Indi-
ans [or] substantially affect interstate commerce, the
Board's interest in effectuating the policies of the
[NLRA] is likely to be lower." Id. at 1063. The Board
considered the location of the tribal government's
activity (that is, whether on or off the Tribe's reser-
vation) relevant but not determinative. Id. Because
here "the casino is a typical commercial enterprise
[that] employs non-Indians[ ] and ... caters to non-In-
dian customers..." Id., the Board found the exercise
of jurisdiction appropriate.15

It seems as if Oliphant laid the foundation for the new
analysis that federal courts now frequently undertake-
that is, whether tribal sovereignty will affect non-Indians.
In retrospect, over the past three decades, the Oliphant
decision has provided many a heartache (and heartburn)
for Indian tribes, tribal leaders, and tribal attorneys. On
the one hand, many defense attorneys representing a
non-Indian client for an alleged crime within Indian coun-
try welcome the Oliphant opinion as a bright-line test for
the murky waters of Indian law. The decision permits the
defense attorney to disregard the tribal entity entirely and
focus only on whether state or federal jurisdiction applies
to the particular circumstance.

On the other hand, for tribal governments and tribal
police, Oliphant has led to forced reliance on the federal
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government and on state governments to prosecute
crimes committed by non-Indians on tribal land; and
these prosecutions do not occur frequently. Over the past
three decades, the federal government and state govern-
ments (and their respective political subdivisions) have
consistently proved to be ineffective in prosecuting these
types of crimes by non-Indians. High-profile newspaper
accounts have documented the struggle of states and the
federal government to curtail non-Indian crimes on tribal
land and the inability of a tribe's citizens to gain access to
their own tribal court systems or to any court system in
order to get justice.16

In one case, for example, a non-Indian allegedly raped
a citizen of the Cherokee Nation in Oklahoma. Even
though the crime allegedly occurred on tribal land and in-
volved a tribal citizen, according to the Oliphant decision,
the tribal court lacked jurisdiction to prosecute this non-
Indian for his criminal conduct. Imagine the uproar if the
state of California were unable to prosecute and convict
murderers and rapists who committed these crimes within
California simply because such individuals were not citi-
zens of California? Yet, this is exactly the problem facing
tribes and tribal citizens today, even though tribal court
systems are better funded, organized, and equipped to
handle such matters since the days of Oliphant. The

Oliphant decision has allowed non-Indians to engage in
criminal activities on tribal lands with a certain amount of
impunity while the tribal governments and tribal citizens

can only stand by and watch, hoping the state or the fed-
eral government will prosecute the accused.17

The Oliphant Court, moreover, seemed to suggest that
tribal courts are unable to properly proceed with non-In-
dian criminal proceedings because these courts lack
knowledge of legal procedure. The sophistication of tribal
court systems today are such that non-Indian defendants
are afforded substantial protections to ensure due
process. The Indian Civil Rights Act provides that tribes
must adhere to a list of protections similar to those in-
cluded in the Bill of Rights in the U.S. Constitution. The
defendant's right to counsel, as provided by the govern-
ment, is the requirement that is omitted from the act. Nev-
ertheless, even though the Indian Civil Rights Act does
not provide a right to counsel for a defendant in tribal
court, many tribes actually provide counsel to defendants
in their courts.

Over the past three decades, the Oliphant opinion has
provided the foundational law for a variety of decisions
that have operated in a way that has judicially divested
the tribes of their inherent sovereignty. For instance, in
Montana v. United States,18 the Supreme Court expanded
the reach of the Oliphant decision, stating the following:
"Though Oliphant only determined inherent tribal author-
ity in criminal matters, 0 the principles on which it relied
support the general proposition that the inherent sover-
eign powers of an Indian tribe do not extend to the activi-
ties of nonmembers of the tribe." The broad dictum in
Oliphant has been used to support the holdings in several
cases that either limited the tribes' civil regulatory authori-
ty or civil adjudicatory authority on the basis that tribes

may not exercise criminal jurisdiction over non-Indians. 19

Despite the jurisdictional issues that arise as a result of
the Oliphant decision, however, many tribes have been
able to create a mechanism that allows jurisdictional prob-
lems to evaporate. It is interesting to consider two hypo-
thetical examples of the overly complex jurisdictional
questions created by the Court's decision in Oliphant. The
first hypothetical set of facts involves an Indian who is
driving a car and a county police officer who notices that
the car is swerving on a road that is outside the reserva-
tion. The Indian speeds up and manages to cross over
into the reservation onto land held by the Indian's tribe. If
the county police officer attempts to arrest the Indian, any
such arrest should be invalid, because the county officer
does not have any jurisdiction whatsoever to arrest an In-
dian within Indian country, despite any fresh or hot pur-
suit authority that may exist in the case of non-Indians. 20

Another set of facts can serve as the second hypotheti-
cal example of the problem of jurisdiction resulting from
the Oliphant ruling: An Indian is walking along the north
side of a reservation road, which road serves as a bound-
ary of the reservation, with the south side constituting the
territory of the state. The Indian is assaulted by a group of
non-Indians, but the exact location of the assault is not
clear. If the assault occurred on the north side of the road,
the federal government has jurisdiction to prosecute the
crime because crimes committed by an Indian against a
non-Indian or vice versa within Indian country are within
the exclusive jurisdiction of the federal government. 21 If
the assault occurred on the south side of the road, the
state has jurisdiction regardless of the circumstances.
What happens if an assault occurs on the north side of
the road, but the Indian victim crossed the center line of
the highway to the south side, and that is where an actual
battery takes place? Does the federal government have ju-
risdiction to prosecute the assault but not the battery? In
both cases, if the tribe had jurisdiction, the tribe and the
state could work out the specifics of which court has the
jurisdictional authority to prosecute the case without the
federal government's involvement, which is required
when a non-Indian commits a crime against an Indian or
vice versa.

The enabling mechanism that many tribes have discov-
ered is the ability of tribes to negotiate and enter into
cross-deputization agreements with local units of govern-
ment, such as counties, townships, or cities. This way to
deal with problems arising from the Oliphant decision is
certainly not new, but it is an avenue that has not been
widely used. My own tribe, the Grand Traverse Band of
Ottawa and Chippewa Indians, however, has successfully
negotiated and implemented cross-deputization agree-
ments with many of the surrounding counties in the
state.22 These agreements allow nontribal county, city, or
township law enforcement officials to stop, arrest, and is-
sue citations to Indians within Indian country. Conversely,
tribal law enforcement can stop, arrest, and issue citations
to non-Indians on Indian land and, in some cases, outside
the boundaries of the reservation. In essence, the way the
agreements are implemented is simple. Any cross-depu-
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tized law enforcement official can arrest a person for com-
mitting a crime; after the arrest, the prosecutors will sort
out which court is the proper venue and will determine
which law the individual will be charged with violating. In
this way, offenders may be brought to justice effectively.

Thus, there are ways that the jurisdictional problems
associated with Oliphant can dissipate. The real task is
getting the tribe and the local entity to come to the table
to negotiate such an agreement. In many cases, hard feel-
ings still exist between the tribe and the non-Indian com-
munity, and even the appearance of friendliness may be a
political slippery slope for both tribal and nontribal elect-
ed officials. County officials will often argue that the train-
ing standards for tribal police don't live up to the county's
own standards. But these assertions are simply conjecture
based on ignorance of the certification standards estab-
lished by the tribe and the U.S. Bureau of Indian Affairs.
In other cases, the tribes are reluctant to give up any
ground in terms of allowing local nontribal police officers
the ability to have any authority on the reservation. The
solution boils down to the policy adopted by the tribe's
governing body; but 30 years later, the issue is that
Oliphant can be overcome if the desire is present.

Greasing the Wheels of Tribal Sovereignty as One of Tripar-
tite Sovereigns

In Wheeler v. United States,23 the Supreme Court unani-
mously held that the Double Jeopardy clause of the Fifth
Amendment to the U.S. Constitution does not prevent
tribal governments or the federal government from both
prosecuting crimes committed by tribal members. The
Court keenly stated that all Indian tribes retain inherent
sovereign powers that have never been extinguished and,
therefore, tribes have the inherent power to prescribe
laws and punish those who violate those laws, as any
sovereign would.24 Despite the context of the timing and

language of the Oliphant decision, much of the verbiage
and language of the Wheeler opinion, which was released
on March 22, 1978, just two weeks after the release of the
Court's decision in Oliphant-is surprisingly favorable to
tribal sovereignty. At the same time, however, a careful
review of the Wheeler ruling supports the notion that the
Oliphant opinion had already been written, at least in Jus-
tice Rehnquist's mind, and the Wheeler opinion was writ-
ten to account for some the discrepancies in Oliphant.

Wheeler v. United States involved Anthony Robert
Wheeler, the defendant, who was a citizen of the Navajo
Nation and was convicted in Navajo tribal court for con-
tributing to the delinquency of a minor. Subsequent to his
conviction by the tribal court, a federal grand jury indict-
ed Wheeler for the crime of statutory rape arising from
exactly the same incident. In the case heard by the
Supreme Court, Wheeler argued that the conviction by the
tribal court, an arm of the federal government, barred any
further federal prosecution.

The Court rejected this argument, relying on two doc-
trines. The first was the well-established principle that
states that one sovereign may prosecute an individual for
the same acts that may have prompted a prosecution by
the federal government-the second sovereign-and vice
versa.25 The Court's decision in Wheeler applied this doc-
trine to prosecutions by an Indian tribe and the federal
government as the laws of separate sovereigns deriving
authority to prosecute from separate and distinct sources.
In the context of the federal government and the collec-
tive states, the Court held that an individual, as a citizen
of the United States and also of the state or territory, owes
allegiance to two sovereigns; therefore, the individual
may be prosecuted for any infraction of the laws of either
sovereign.26 Essentially, Anthony Robert Wheeler owed
"allegiance" to both the Navajo Nation and the United
States, because he was a citizen of both sovereigns; there-
fore, he was subject to prosecution for the violation of
each sovereign's laws.

More important, the Court expanded the Oliphant con-
cept of tribes acting "inconsistent with their status"
through the pronouncement of the "implicit divesture" ex-
ception in Wheeler. The Wheeler Court stated that "the ar-
eas in which such implicit divesture of sovereignty has
been held to have occurred are those involving the rela-
tions between an Indian tribe and non-members of the
tribe."27 Arguably, "implicit divestiture" occurs when Con-
gress has not expressly limited tribal sovereignty; howev-
er, as a policy matter, the Court viewed tribal jurisdiction
over non-Indians or even by non-member Indians to be
inconsistent with tribes' status as dependents and the "jus-
tifiable expectations" of non-Indians.

What is clear, at least to some degree, is that the Court
recognized tribal governments as separate sovereigns that
have retained at least some inherent sovereign powers
and tribal sovereignty. In addition, according to the Court,
such authority does not stem from any congressional del-
egation, authorization, or treaty provision. The Court,
however, attempted to further expand its rhetoric about
implicit divesture from Oliphant and Wheeler in Duro v.
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Reina.28 The Duro Court further eroded tribal sovereignty
by applying the Oliphant and Wheeler rulings in way that
would prevent the tribe from prosecuting an Indian who
was not a member of the tribe. Duro created a jurisdic-
tional gap in which the federal government, the state, or
the tribe all lacked the authority to prosecute a nonmem-
ber Indian, unless the crimes was one of the 14 enumerat-
ed crimes listed in the Major Crimes Act.29

After the Duro decision was handed down, however,
the collective voice of Indian country descended upon
Congress urging members to curtail the Supreme Court's
clear attack on tribal sovereignty. Congress responded
with an amendment to the Indian Civil Rights Act, also
known as the "Duro fix," which reaffirms tribal authority
and the tribe's criminal jurisdiction over all Indians. The
amendment specifically provided that "the inherent power
of Indian tribes, hereby recognized and affirmed, to exer-
cise criminal jurisdiction over all Indians" directly contra-
dicted and overruled the Court's decision in Duro.30 The
amendment was subsequently upheld by the Court in
United States v. Lara31 and, to some degree, upheld by
the denial of certiorari by the Court in Means v. Navajo
Nation3 2 and Morris v. Tanner.33

The Good and the Bad of Santa Clara Pueblo v. Martinez
The Supreme Court heard yet another case involving

Indian law at about the same time that the Court was con-
sidering the Oliphant and Wheeler cases: Santa Clara
Pueblo v. Martinez.34 The oral argument for this case took
place on Nov. 29, 1977-41 and 43 days, respectively, be-
fore the oral arguments of the other two related cases-
but the Martinez decision was released in May 1978,
whereas the Oliphant and Wheeler decisions were re-
leased two months earlier. Why did the Supreme Court
take longer to decide the Martinez case? Certainly, the
Court did not reach a consensus as to the holding, be-
cause Justice White dissented and Justice Rehnquist omit-
ted his concurrence from the third part of the opinion,
which provided an analysis of the "settled" law of tribal
sovereign immunity. It may be that the Court was being
careful to review the language used to determine that
tribes have the right to define their citizenship (or mem-
bership) even in light of the facts of the Martinez case.
Perhaps, as some scholars have argued, the Court was
certain that, in light of the facts of the case, this decision
would prompt Congress to amend the Indian Civil Rights
Act immediately and provide a federal court forum for
disputes related to tribal citizenship or membership. 35

Santa Clara Pueblo v. Martinez was a case involving Ju-
lia Martinez, a citizen of the Santa Clara Pueblo, who mar-
ried a Navajo man and continued to reside within the terri-
tory of the Santa Clara tribe with her children. Pursuant to
the Santa Clara tribal enrollment ordinance, the children
were not eligible for citizenship in the tribe, because their
father was not a citizen. The Santa Clara Pueblo's first writ-
ten enrollment ordinance was enacted in 1935 and was
amended in 1939 to exclude the children of female Santa
Clara citizens who were married to men who were not
members of the pueblo. Any children of male Santa Clara

citizens married to women who were not members, how-
ever, were still eligible for enrollment. In order for the
Martinez children to receive health care and any other
governmental benefits or services, the children had to be
tribal citizens. The Martinez family was unable to have the
enrollment ordinance amended and therefore filed suit in
federal court in an attempt to gain the protections afforded
by the Indian Civil Rights Act. The Martinez family asserted
that the ordinance discriminated against her and her family
on the basis of sex and ancestry.

The decision in Martinez is often cited as a landmark
victory for Indian law and a modern cornerstone of tribal
sovereignty. Martinez is still hailed as affirmation that, de-
spite Congress' exercising its "plenary power" with regard
to Indian affairs and policy, not even Congress can med-
dle in the way a tribe determines its enrollment and who
may be a tribal citizen. The discriminatory overtones of
the Martinez decision, however, scar its power as testa-
ment to tribal sovereignty. Why the Supreme Court would
uphold tribal sovereignty in case such as Martinez instead
of criminal jurisdiction over non-Indians (as in Oliphant)
or exemptions from taxation for land reacquired by tribes
within their historical boundaries3 6 is both unclear and in-
consistent.

A plethora of published articles have detailed the
Court's indirect support of discriminatory tribal customs.
Other studies analyze the Court's guise of protecting tribal
sovereignty from intrusion by federal courts into intratrib-
al disputes and affairs absent an express congressional in-
tention to do so.37 Some of these articles put the Supreme
Court's analysis to the test, some argue from a non-Indian
feminist stance, and others argue from an Indian feminist
point of view. What is clear is that there are many issues
that have been left unresolved by the Court's opinion in
Martinez.

To some, the Martinez case represents what is wrong
with Indian law and tribal sovereignty. Under general no-
tions of anti-discrimination policies, no state, county, or
local government would be able to get away with such
gender discrimination. Few would argue that a determina-
tion that children of a female citizen of Michigan are not
entitled to benefits because the father is from Ohio, but
that children of male Michigan citizens are eligible, does
not constitute gender discrimination.

Issues involving enrollment and citizenship in Indian
tribes, however, are the broad and overarching concepts
looked upon when referring to Martinez as a landmark
decision upholding tribal sovereignty. Putting the discrim-
inatory overtones aside as well, the Martinez decision is
the oft-cited authority when tribal members attempt to
have their citizenship or enrollment case heard in federal
court pursuant to the Indian Civil Rights Act. More often
than not, such cases are dismissed for lack of jurisdiction,
because tribal courts retain the exclusive authority to hear
disputes related to citizenship in a tribe.

Tribes across the country have varying levels of citizen-
ship-ranging from the various pueblos that have strin-
gent requirements for blood quantum, proficiency in the
tribal language, and residency, to the tribes requiring no
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more than proof that a person is a descendant of a citizen
of tribe. Either way, tribal enrollment and citizenship re-
main an absolute, not quasi, aspect of the sovereignty
tribes continue to exercise.

This aspect of sovereignty, however, is continually be-
ing pressed and questioned now that some tribes and
tribal citizens have been made very wealthy through Indi-
an gaming enterprises and the Indian Gaming Regulatory
Act. Barring a citizen from enrolling in a tribe curbs an in-
dividual's ability to receive any governmental services
such as health care, housing, or other benefits or detri-
ments of one's political status as a federally recognized
Indian-and these include per capita distributions of gam-
ing revenue. Some tribes recently acknowledged that
have been accused of limiting the number of citizens in
the tribe because of per capita distributions resulting from
gaming and that these tribes enroll only those who have
applied for citizenship by a certain date, even though
many others are eligible for tribal citizenship pursuant to
the tribe's constitution. Other tribal governments have
been accused of not enrolling citizens simply because the
tribes want to increase individual per capita distributions.
As of right now, however, Martinez is solid law that is ap-
plied regularly. All disputes related to citizenship, mem-
bership, or enrollment are to be heard in tribal court.

What Should We Do Now?
Three decades have passed since the Supreme Court

handed down its rulings in the Oliphant, Wheeler, and
Martinez cases, and, after 30 years, there are problems
that have been resolved and others that have not been re-
solved by these decisions. The Oliphant decision contin-
ues to haunt tribes and tribal citizens. How many times
can a non-Indian go unpunished for crimes committed in
Indian country before Congress recognizes the ability of
tribes to prosecute all those who violate the law within
Indian country in a fair and consistent manner? Why is the
percentage of Indians versus non-Indians on the reserva-
tion relevant? Who has jurisdiction over the defendant be-
cause he or she crossed the road that forms the bound-
ary? Because of the Supreme Court's ruling in Oliphant,
these questions are frequently raised and answered. Tribal
courts, in most cases, are the venue that is more efficient
than other non-Indian courts when it comes to handling
civil and criminal disputes that arise on Indian reserva-
tions.

One can only imagine the outcome if, in the case of
United States v. Wheeler, the federal government had first
prosecuted the accused and then the tribe initiated its
own prosecution. The tribe may have lost and been
placed in a situation in which even more reliance is
placed on the federal government to prosecute crimes oc-
curring in Indian country. If tribes were not considered a
part of the tripartite system of sovereigns in this country,
tribes would not have jurisdiction over anybody. The
Wheeler decision, which the Supreme Court recently reaf-
firmed in United States v. Lara,38 remains critical to the le-
gal understanding and underpinning of tribes as sover-
eigns. It is critical to continue to cite to Wheeler when in-

herent powers reserved by tribes are attacked. One slip
and the Court could easily determine that all powers of
tribes devolve from the federal government to tribe, thus
further eroding tribal sovereignty.

What if Santa Clara Pueblo v. Martinez had been de-
cided differently. Would all tribes be need required to
have a federally mandated requirements for blood quan-
tum, residency, or language proficiency? What would hap-
pen to the tribes that have lost their language? Would al-
lowing a federal forum to hear disputes over citizenship
really encroach on tribal sovereignty? And with the rise of
gaming enterprises and economic prosperity for a minori-
ty of tribes-combined with the national notoriety given
to disputes involving enrollment in tribes-Congress may
very well decide to do something about the issue. Instead
of concentrating on per capita gaming distributions, tribal
governments and tribal leaders need to focus on the ulti-
mate prize: ensuring that tribal citizens receive essential
governmental services. If tribal leaders fail to meet this
challenge, then the current status of tribes as sovereigns
could be gutted with the proverbial stroke of a pen. TFL
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